
Recommended Best Reviews

Congratulations!
Congratulations on being named one of the best restaurants in Barry! Restaurantji prides itself on
recognizing the best restaurants in the industry, and Rahil Tandoori has truly stood out among
the rest.

Place a badge and you'll be advertised for free!
If you place our hyperlinked recommendation badge on your website, we will promote your
business by featuring it on our home page, boosting it in search results and marking it with the
'Recommended' sticker among other businesses in your city and category.
Place the badge with a hyperlink on your website, write to us about it and we will start a promo-
campaign immediately!

How to place a badge on your website?
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Great food. And lovely staff.
Always happy to engage in

conversation while you await your
food. Today they gave

recommendations and the food
was absolutely fabulous.

Wonderful value for money - the
portions are massive

Great, tasty food. What more
can I say, the customer

service and atmosphere was
fabulous. One of the best

Indian Restaurants I've been
to so far, highly recommend

this place!
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«Absolutely great Indian food. We
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«Absolutely great Indian food. We
took the veggie menu. I must say,
every dish had a special twist, a
memorable taste. This is the way
to serve Indian quality food, really
loved it. Good service, very
friendly staff.»

About us
Restaurantji is one of the biggest restaurant-related websites with 10 million monthly visitors, making
it one of the most popular websites in the world. Our pages contain more than 876 000 restaurants
with up-to-date menus, photos, reviews and many more.

Certificate
Feel free to download your special Certificate of Excellence to showcase it at your place or to share it
with your followers on social media!

Certificate ?

Rewarding the best
From the very beginning, our mission was to uncover local gems for foodies from all over the
world.
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Quick Links

Follow Us

In 2022, having reached a monthly mark of 10 million visitors, we've decided to recognize the efforts
of the best restaurants with our special awards!

Not everyone can receive an award — it is only given to reputable restaurants with a high rating,
so we once again congratulate you on your well-deserved prize.

We hope that our award will not only help you to attract new customers, but also will increase the
trust for existing ones!

Thankfully,
Restaurantji Team
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